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UNITED CO
THOUGHTFULLY-DESIGNED CO-WORKING SPACE

The Kahlon Group was seeking redesigning
the shared workspace environment by
implementing AV and collaboration
technology as differentiating factor in a highly
competitive co-working market.

The events space has been fitted out with a
large-format video wall for immersive display
and presentation capabilities, supported by
integrated audio & presentation microphones.

Operation of the space is simplified through
Crestron infrastructure and custom touch
control interface running on a docked iPad.

Multiple spaces have been enabled with
digital displays, interactive whiteboards and
unified communications kits to allow for
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seamless collaboration locally and with
remote participants.

WePresent wireless presentation systems
integrated with Sony Bravia commercial
displays deliver a simple, cable-free

situated in iconic Smith Street, Melbourne, United Co provides flexibility and support to 
local start-up business and encourages the work-life journey.

The key objective was to 
enhance communication 
and collaboration spaces by 
fitting out the latest and 
most suitable technology, 
to support the needs of new 
generations.
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presentation experience. This means that
management staff don’t need to worry about
interoperability for the plethora of computing
and device types in use across the facility.
Simple on-screen instructions allow first time
users and guests to present with ease in
seconds.

In the boardroom, integrated camera and
audio systems allow attendees to connect
their own laptop and leverage the unified
communications client of their choice [i.e.
Skype for Business, Zoom, Google Hangouts,
WebEx Teams].

This solution provides both complete
flexibility for the differing needs of members
and a premium quality video conferencing
experience.

The training spaces have been fitted out with
the SMART Board Pro series interactive
display, allowing for live digital whiteboarding
which can be broadcast in the cloud, as well
as touch enabled presentations and
document annotation on a stunning 75-inch
4k display.
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